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Oak Class 

This week we have been looking at patterns and how and why they occur, we 

practiced making patterns  using our pincer grip, and co-operatively  working as a 

team to thread laces, we took turns and made a pattern going over, under and 

through. It was lots of fun. 

We have also have been discussing fires and firefighters, how fires are safely 

made for things like camping trips and forest school and the dangers that fire can 

cause and how we must be very careful and safe, we discussed the colours that 

you see in flames and how flames move, some of us designed our own fire 

pictures, we have also really enjoyed dressing up and putting out emergency 

fires. We have had lots of new friends join us for visits this week and have made 

them all feel very welcome. Big hello to Daniele, Jack, Emily, and Christiano!  

We have also said goodbye to some friends, who have left us to start their next 

adventure into big school – we will miss you all, Shiloh, Yusef, Max and Vaughn. 

                                           

       

 

 



Elm Class 

 

In Elm class this week we have been very physical, we enjoyed rolling the sensory 

bottles and throwing balls on the grass when the teachers have been saying          

“ ready, steady, go”. We enjoyed climbing up and down the slide (the correct way!)  

and rolling and balancing the hoola hoops, we also began to understand the 

difference between pushing and pulling the toy cars. We have welcomed some 

new friends, so a big hello and welcome to Noah, Nell and Xander, we are very 

glad to have new friends to join us.  

 

                        

 

                              



 

We have been sending out emails regarding our new App,  Famly we will begin to use in 

September, please do  have a look at this email and explore the app, we think it will be a 

really great way for us to communicate with one another. 

Please ensure you send your child in with a sunhat and wellies so they can have fun and 

learn outside in this lovely sunny/rainy weather. 

We really appreciate all your feedback and would really appreciate if you could spend a 

couple of minutes completing an online review at  www.daynurseries.co.uk..  We believe 

that parents when looking for Nurseries much prefer independent reviews from 

current/previous parents as they can be sure they are receiving a completely honest 

account of how the nursery operates and find out areas of potential strengths and 

weaknesses from people who have experienced it first-hand. If you are able to complete a 

review we would be so grateful and really appreciate the feedback (positive and not so 

positive!), to complete the review you just need to go to the website, search for Walton 

Montessori Nursery and select the complete review button. The team love reading the 

reviews and gives us a great boost, so thank you in advance! 

Please make sure you bring a bag with sets of labelled clothes for your children, these will 

remain at nursery. If any clothes are sent home remember to replace them. We will be 

putting a lost property box in the porch area for you to have a look and hopefully reunite 

some items with their owners! 

Just so that you are aware:  Holly is still furloughed at this moment in time, we hope she 

will return very soon.  Jane B is back on Tues, Weds, & Thurs. 

Tapestry: Please kindly activate your login details and check your children’s profiles which 

are updated regularly. Kindly add any home observations and pictures of recent travel or 

trips to show parent partnerships. This learning portfolio will be shared with your child’s 

future school. 

 

We value and appreciate our strong relationships with parents and guardians. Thank you 

all for your continuous support. We have an open-door policy and would welcome any 

comments and suggestions.  

Thank you, Jane, Maria, and Walton staff team.    

 

http://www.daynurseries.co.uk/

